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ABORIGINAL HERITAGE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT AND REPEAL BILL 2023 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 21 September. 
HON NEIL THOMSON (Mining and Pastoral) [1.41 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition to speak to the 
second reading debate on the Aboriginal Heritage Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2023. The opposition 
will support this bill, notwithstanding that we will seek to split the bill so that the repeal component can be dealt 
with forthwith—that is something that people in the community expect—and the amendment component can be 
referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation. That process will be laid out in due course. For the sake of 
transparency and information, we also foreshadow some amendments on the supplementary notice paper to look 
at some changes to the new information provisions. We will seek to put some materiality components around those 
provisions because there is a perception in the industry that there may be a need for that; I will go into more detail 
on that in due course, during Committee of the Whole. So, just for the sake of transparency, those documents will 
be circulated by the clerks in due course. 
Here we are, on the cusp of repealing the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021—an act that came into effect on 
1 July this year. I will stand corrected by those opposite, but I do not think there has ever been a similar situation 
in the history of the Parliament of Western Australia, so this is an exceptional moment for a range of reasons. In the 
first instance, this has occurred only because of the will of the people, which gives me a great sense of encouragement 
for our democracy. I think it is a lesson for the government and certainly, I hope, one on which we will not hear 
any interjections or comments because even the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs himself stood on the steps of 
Parliament House and offered an apology to the people who had gathered there after his announcement, so I give 
Minister Buti credit for that. He stood up and apologised, but I suppose that is reflective of the deeper issues relating 
to the progress of this legislation and how we got to this circumstance in the first place. That is worthy of some 
consideration and reflection because it is important. 
In March 2021, the Labor government was returned to power with an extraordinary majority and mandate as 
a result of its COVID response; that was the issue. However, in December 2021, the government used urgent bill 
provisions to put in place a piece of legislation that was, in my recollection, something in the order of 270 pages 
long, with more than 100 amendments to the original exposure draft that had been circulated sometime before. 
The first briefing I had on that legislation was on the evening it was introduced into the other place for consideration. 
The government then moved forward with its urgent bill provisions to effectively curtail debate on this legislation. 
Normally, something of this complexity and importance would be given much more consideration. 
The urgent bill provisions were put in place by this government, using its massive numbers and the massive mandate 
it received in March 2021. Its numbers gave it the ability to do that without any real challenge from the opposition 
because given our numbers, including the crossbench, we were not in a position to amend the standing orders. We 
have provisions through which, unlike any other jurisdiction in Australia, speaking times can be determined by 
the minister. We also had a curtailment of debate during Committee of the Whole, so the work of the Parliament 
was curtailed and, in my view, seriously compromised. Sadly, the government was unwilling to consider a motion 
moved by the opposition to refer the legislation to the unused Standing Committee on Legislation—a committee 
that has not done any work yet, as far as I am aware—for detailed consideration, and the motion was rejected. 
One would hope that there would be some reflection on the part of the government, and it should be said that the 
only reason we are here is because that process was curtailed in a way that resulted in the legislation going through 
the Parliament without any real consideration. There was then the period of time during which the regulations were 
outlined; it took more than a year for those regulations to be released on, from my recollection, 15 April this year. 
We have seen big changes in Western Australia since that time. In December we were still under COVID emergency 
provisions and we still had the necessary border controls in place. There was some debate about how the borders 
should be opened up, but we were still in that mindset. However, I think we can say that by April 2023, a degree 
of normality had returned to Western Australia and people had begun to reflect on things in a broader sense, 
particularly when this legislation’s regulations were laid out. People began to become aware of their obligations 
under the new legislation, the prescriptive nature of those regulations, and the tight scope of some of the thresholds. 
My colleagues and I spoke to the best of our ability when the bill came through. Our official position was not to 
oppose the bill; we stood with the government when there was a division, as we do in the normal context of protocol 
of this place, because we were not going to get in the government’s way. Some elements in this legislation, which 
we are now repealing, are very useful and important. 
The government has effectively bungled the whole process. To some extent, the government has taken ownership. 
I hope the other side reflects on that in the debate that we are about to have, because it has been nothing short of 
bungling. We had an extraordinary length of time for the development of the legislation and the creation of the 
regulations. As soon as that became apparent to the community, concerns began to be raised. In particular, concerns 
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were raised in the forums held by the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage when people became aware, 
and an incredible level of anxiety began to become obvious in the community. In early June, I supported and 
was the facilitating member for the petition from Tony Seabrook, the president of the Pastoralists and Graziers 
Association, which was presented in this place. At that point, the narrative was building about what the legislation 
meant. There were concerns and anxieties. All members will have heard from people in their regions and electorates 
and know about some of the anxiety they had about their livelihoods, their land and the ongoing economic activity 
across the state. 
By the way, this was being compounded by some extraordinary behaviour presented in the news. In The West 
Australian, we saw extraordinary behaviour and terrible situations, such as when volunteers lined up in Geraldton 
to plant trees and then had to go home. My colleague Hon Melissa Price, MP, the member for Durack, was in her 
gumboots ready to do some tree planting and had to go home. There was a great deal of anxiety and concern about 
why they had to stop doing that activity. The government came out and said that that person did not have the 
authority to do that, but the problem was that structures had been put in place that gave the general community the 
impression that the person did. Small community groups were concerned and anxious about what the risks and 
implications might be if they did not cancel that activity. We saw that occur. The Town of Claremont had issues 
about tree remediation. There was extraordinary behaviour. Mr David Collard subsequently lost his job after a land 
remediation community event in Canning River. Well-meaning people were doing things that by any assessment 
could be considered only a positive thing for our environment, community and cultural heritage; they were planting 
trees on the river and restoring degraded land. 
The government needs to reflect on why that occurred and how the government got from the position it was in 
in March 2021 to the position it was in in late June 2023. We saw an Utting Research poll that showed the 
Liberal–National alliance was potentially ahead of the government. We could argue about the veracity of that poll, 
but it is the best indication there was. I think the government’s problem was that it suddenly saw that concern about 
the issue was deep-seated in the community and that it had completely misread the community mood and community 
expectations about how the legislation should be framed. 
After five weeks when some very unsavoury comments were made, I am hoping that today we will have a very 
respectful discussion about this because we are getting to the pointy end. After tabling a petition, we moved 
a motion on 21 June 2023 in the following terms — 

That this house — 
… shares the extraordinary level of concern expressed by the community about how unprepared 
the state is for the implementation of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act regulations, with 
a record number of signatures received on an electronic petition in a very short time frame; 

We also noted — 
… the expression of anxiety and concern of landowners and the small and medium business 
sector, including pastoralists and graziers, farmers, and any contractors or individuals who might 
need to carry out ground-disturbing activity after 1 July 2023, regarding their ability to comply 
with the new regulations; 

We sought to have this house acknowledge or note — 
… the deep concern that the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage’s permit system will 
be operational only on 1 July, meaning applicants will need to cease work while they wait for 
approvals to be processed after 1 July 2023; 

Other points were also made. At the time, the opposition and the petition signatories’ only request was to call on 
the Cook government to delay the promulgation of the regulations for at least six months to alleviate the anxiety 
in the community, reduce the risk of business disruption, establish functioning and tested systems, ensure that 
LACHS are properly resourced and functioning, and provide better advice to all parties affected, including residential 
landowners with blocks greater than 1 100 square metres. 
In hindsight, we probably should have just said, “Scrap the act”; that is what we should have said. I think the key 
point is that pressure from the community drove this, and I certainly want to acknowledge the community for its 
involvement in this and all those who participated in this process in a positive way. 
Where does that leave a whole range of stakeholders? The sad aspect of all this is that there are other stakeholders 
whose expectations have not been met—namely, some of those Aboriginal groups that have put together LACHS. 
Notwithstanding comments from the Aboriginal sector—if you could call it that—some people who represent 
different Aboriginal groups across our region expressed concern to me well in advance of this matter. Some spoke 
off the record and did not want to go on the record for fear of being labelled racist. 
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We saw shows of quite appalling behaviour from members in the other place in particular as they yelled across the 
chamber. Obviously, that ended up in the media. I think the member who was caught on camera doing that has 
probably subsequently reflected on that behaviour. That cuts to a point I would like to make about this: there has 
been a fair bit of conflation of this issue with the Voice. Personally, I have tried not to conflate those issues. I have 
not gone out of my way to campaign on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act being an issue for the Voice. I am 
not saying that people out there whom I know have not. People have mentioned that it has had an impact, and there 
has been that discussion. I think we probably need to reflect on that point. We will see next weekend how the 
referendum on the Voice goes down. I trust the Australian people to make a decision on that. As legislators, it is 
important to reflect again on the legislation that we bring into this place, particularly when there is an ideological 
driver rather than black-letter law. One of the challenges we face in this place is creating a balance between ideology 
and the law. I understand all lawyers are trained to do this in order to avoid mischief. I am not a trained lawyer, 
but I am told that first year law students are told that laws are put in place, predominantly to deal with some mischief 
in society. Having a clear set of laws that the community understands and can adhere to that will not result in 
a prosecution that will surprise everybody is important. The judiciary need laws to effectively manage and make 
a judgement on and effectively deal with those mischiefs that might appear in society, and as representatives of 
our community we need to protect society. There is probably some relationship between the community’s concerns 
about the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act and the Voice, because of the uncertainty over what would occur. There 
is uncertainty about what the Voice will mean to our very robust and thoughtful Constitution, which has served us 
very well for over 100 years, and anxiety among the community about how the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 
would have been applied, particularly the onus on due diligence and how such an assessment would be made. 
People did not know how to assess that and the act placed a huge expectation on the community, which was unfair. 
That aspect will warrant further consideration after the act is repealed.  
I reiterate, for the sake of Hansard, that the Liberal Party is committed to reviewing the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 
when we get into government in 2025, if that is what the people choose. People need clarity. When the bill for the 
1972 act was drafted, it never anticipated the scope of sites and change of definitions that have occurred, particularly 
with mythological sites. There needs to be some separation between the punitive aspects of the 1972 act, which 
we will return to, and an increase in fines for breaches of the act. When the 1972 act was passed, it covered a handful 
of sites but the number of sites has increased over time. For example, almost all of the Swan Valley is now classed 
as a site of Aboriginal cultural heritage, as are the Gascoyne flood plains and many areas in the Perth hills. We even 
have a situation in Toodyay, where a gentleman has been charged, but has yet to face court, over traversing a crossing 
that he built over an ephemeral stream that runs through his property. My understanding is that tributaries of the 
Swan River were added to the Aboriginal cultural heritage of the Swan Valley in 2020 by the Aboriginal Cultural 
Material Committee. We need to consider the proliferation of these sites and their notification as Aboriginal 
cultural heritage sites. To those who might point out that this matter is before the court, I am not commenting on 
the substance of the case; I am saying that the issue is the expectation we have that the community will have at its 
disposal and will know about and have information about these sites. How much should the community understand 
about this? It would be easy for people to understand when a piece of work will change the landscape along the 
Swan River. However, there is an obligation on government to make clear to people what they can and cannot 
do. That is what creates good law. The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act is not good law; it contains so much 
discretion. We are going back to a flawed law—the 1972 act—which I think requires amendment beyond the scope 
of amendments contained in this bill. I will comment on those amendments shortly. We need to make our laws 
governable and respectful to all parties in our community. The last thing we should try to do is have people fronting 
the courts—I am not reflecting on a particular case—when they have not intentionally sought to create mischief. 
Those people might have had good intentions. 
I will make one point about the statute of limitations. During question time I have asked about and received advice 
on how that works. If it were not for the impact of the statute of limitations around the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 
my contention is that somewhere in the order of 50 000 landowners would be before the courts. Who knows—it could 
have been 100 000 landowners! The government should take this message on board. Members should understand 
the goings-on in their community, and look around their community. They should go down to the beer garden at 
the Mt Helena pub. They should go a little bit down the road and have a think about these sites and the landscape 
modifications that have occurred since 1972. Those people have never had to make a section 18 application; they 
have not been compelled or advised to do this. The reality is that we are going back to a 1972 law, which will 
depend on how this new committee will administer the law. Effectively, it will be the Aboriginal Cultural Material 
Committee with a new composition.  
This law has a lot of soft edges to it; it lacks distinction. That was the challenge we had with the Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Act, which we are repealing. It was an attempt to prescribe everything that could occur—digging down 
50 centimetres or removing 20 kilograms of soil. Its flaw is that it is incredibly prescriptive. The government thought 
it could prescribe every activity on the land. We have to step back and ask ourselves whether we have the right 
government structure in place on this issue. Once this bill is passed, we will go back to a law that effectively has 
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a single committee, which is an arm of government. By the way, I was heartily condemned by members of the 
government when I suggested that might have been worthwhile. I did not say it was necessarily the ideal model—
I cannot remember the exact words—but there was condemnation and the silencing of any kind of thoughtful 
debate around the black-and-white law and its workability. That is the message that needs to be sent out. I come 
back to that comparison with the Voice. As I said, I do not want to conflate the two issues, but I want to make sure 
that people understand that when there is an air of partisanship on such an important issue as Aboriginal disadvantage 
and in the case of agriculture and heritage, it needs to be worked out in a dispassionate way. People need to come 
together and provide dispassionate advice without name-calling and without creating a sense of fear. The thing 
that really came through in this instance was the sense of fear that people would be outed. I spoke to many people, 
particularly from the prospecting industry, who said that something was untenable for them and they were really 
worried and anxious about its impact on their livelihoods. Fifty tribute agreement holders got kicked off their 
prospecting tenements. When asked whether they would be prepared to go on the public record and talk to the media 
about it, they did not want to because of the possible implications such as some sort of payback. That is really bad. 
That is not a good way forward as a community. People are fearful of the implications of speaking up about their 
personal circumstances and the impact of a law that we in this place have created that might have negative and 
unintended consequences that we had not thought through. This is why we must have those committees look for 
any unintended consequences. I raise those two issues as a comparison. 
The other area I will talk about is the Voice. If the polls are right, the Voice will be defeated on the weekend, but they 
could be wrong. I have been clear on my position. I will be voting no, but I am one of 17 million voters out there 
making the decision and I will respect the decision of the Australian community. I trust the Australian community 
on that matter. However, there is also a concern about an imbalance of power in this instance. There was an 
imbalance of power with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021 that we are repealing. People had a certain 
level of fear about how capricious decisions might be around whether or not a person could proceed with some 
sort of work on their property. I mentioned David Collard who made a very capricious decision when he asked for 
$2.5 million. That is a classic example that created an imbalance of power. The government structure in the 
2021 act is flawed insofar as it created some form of conflict of interest: the people in the position of defining the 
law by its interpretation on what is defined as “Aboriginal cultural heritage” also received a material benefit from 
that definition. That was problematic. On reflection, perhaps there was a better way of establishing that governance 
arrangement. The government not only set up these 50, 60 or 70 local Aboriginal cultural heritage services, but 
also said that costs had to be recovered with the fees and fines. In fact, the fines would be put into a pool and retained. 
Again that created a sense of fear because of this imbalance of power and capricious decisions that reflected not 
on the important issue of Aboriginal cultural heritage, but some other objective. 
People may criticise me but I am happy to take that criticism. Several constituents have come to me, including 
Aboriginal people, and said that they either had an access road or were seeking to do some development in my region 
and felt that members of their community were using Aboriginal heritage as a way to curtail that development 
because of some other agenda. That is a very serious issue and something we have to be honest about and talk about. 
I have heard of those concerns from Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. I am sure that members have heard 
those concerns. If we cannot be honest in making those decisions without having some sort of other agenda, that 
is a sad day for our democracy. However, we can be proud of the fact that ultimately the accountability of this 
place rests with the people out there. Our Westminster system is actually very powerful and has evolved over many 
hundreds of years. It is something of which we should all be very proud. A large number of people in the community 
want to protect our system of government and are quite defensive of any change to our Constitution because it has 
been so successful. However, it is certainly not perfect in relation to Aboriginal disadvantage. We should all be 
working together on that key issue. I am committed to working on it and, as a representative of people from a region 
with a high number of Aboriginal people, I will continue to speak on behalf of my Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
constituents. Some members in this place have said that they cannot speak for Aboriginal people. I find that quite 
offensive. I will speak for them and I will not resile from that. Reconciliation Australia put forward the very noble 
theme that we should all be a voice for the generations. None of us have an excuse. We should all be a voice for 
the generations because we all believe in reconciliation. 
In saying that, certain elements have been picked up on both the Voice and on this issue. We saw those 
counter-protests or non-official protests on the Voice with horrendous racist displays. I am very ashamed that my 
colleague Hon Dr Brian Walker attended and spoke at that recent rally. It was a great shame because we saw those 
people in their—I will not describe it, but we all saw pictures of them in the newspaper wearing certain garments 
that were disgraceful. It was disgraceful display. The message for not only the government, but all of us and the 
Prime Minister as well, is that we must try to bring people together. There is so much goodwill in the community 
on the issue of Aboriginal disadvantage and dealing with it and for the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage, 
but if we get those things wrong—if the structures set up by the government are wrong—and there is a sense that 
things are unfair, or there is a lack of clarity and information support, then all those things unravel and the risk is 
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that the goodwill will dissipate. That is the sad thing that we must pick up on Monday. Regardless of the outcome 
of the referendum, a huge amount of healing will be needed in our society going forward. That is my point. 
I would like to talk a little about the Aboriginal Heritage Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2023. We have 
the bill, which will repeal the 2021 act. Everyone cannot wait for it to happen. I think most people think it has 
already happened, because, after some pressure, the Premier said it was going to be repealed in August. I think 
most people think it has already happened. 
In a sense, we are in a no-man’s-land. We could say we are in a twilight zone in relation to the regulatory environment 
when even the consultation guidelines—I think the site assessment guidelines—were taken down. I do not know 
how big companies are operating at the moment. The sovereign risks for the state must be extraordinary, because 
which law applies? Right now, the law is the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021. We do not have local Aboriginal 
cultural heritage services in place. I assume they are still taking permit applications for tier 2 and tier 3 permits, 
but who knows? 
It is now October. I am disappointed because the day that the Premier made that decision, he could have walked 
into this place with a repeal bill straightaway and dealt with it. That would have helped us from an investment 
point of view, because there would have been clarity and sovereign risk factors would have been dealt with. That 
is what I would have recommended if I was the minister. I would have said, “Just do it”, and then work on a plan 
to go back to the drawing board and take the useful elements from the 2021 act—the ones that were clear and did 
the right thing and did not frighten people—and put those into an amendment bill for the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act 1972. That is what should have happened, but instead there was almost desperation with government members 
saying, “What do we do next? We can’t be seen to be going backwards. We have got to come up with a new thing. 
Maybe we can pick on the opposition for holding it up.” I think Hon Rita Saffioti made comments in the house 
that the opposition was somehow holding it up. That is simply untrue. 

The average punter or person, the tradie, the horse farm owner, those people who own property in Cassie Rowe’s 
seat in the hills, and Hon Rita Saffioti’s seat and the seat of Murray–Wellington — 

Hon Samantha Rowe: Belmont’s not in the hills. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Sorry, my bad. I will take the interjection. That was fair. 

The hills seats were the seats that were affected; the peri-urban seats. The point is that those people probably think 
the bill is gone, yet we are debating it. We will hopefully get to the point at the end of the week when the act is no 
longer. We should have just come up with that, and that is why we are suggesting it be split. There are four provisions, 
which I think had some merit. There are probably things that are not there that should be there as well. Sometimes, 
incremental change on something as complicated as this is probably the better way to go. The government sat on the 
thing for so long. Hon Ben Wyatt spoke—I think he is still honourable — 

Hon Dr Steve Thomas: Member, it is probably safest to say that he is as honourable as he ever was. 

Hon NEIL THOMSON: Absolutely! 

He spruiked the act on Nadia Mitsopoulos’ show in June, when it looked like it was going pear-shaped. I do not 
know whether he got a call from his Labor colleagues to shore it up, but he was talking about the positive things in 
the act and some of the concerns that he agreed with. He also suggested that they were, effectively, overplayed. 

The process of people talking about a commitment to make this change started back in 2017. We had a whole term 
of Labor when nothing was brought forward and then in 2021 it was suddenly so urgent that it had to be rushed 
through in a few days. There was something going on. Now we have these incremental changes, which are probably 
sensible to a large degree. We will go through those in Committee of the Whole House. There will be some debate 
about those, because although we are supporting them, there are some elements that I am not particularly enamoured 
with. One of those is the section 18 process: a permit to effectively destroy Aboriginal heritage, which is a reality of 
our society. We live in 2023. Since settlement, we have, as a community and a society and as Western Australians, 
been slowly eroding some of those elements of Aboriginal heritage. If Aboriginal heritage is a landscape, it is 
a necessity to do so by building roads, bridges and farming, and all those things that go on. I asked in this place, 
“Where isn’t a site?” No-one could give me an answer. They cannot answer that, because the whole of 
Western Australia could be considered an Aboriginal site under some people’s interpretation. 

We have the section 18 process where there may be new information and we should be able to deal with that. Of 
course, there is Juukan Gorge, which was the poster child for the need for reform and which created so much 
concern. The excuses for the destruction of Juukan Gorge given by the government and Hon Ben Wyatt, who was 
the minister at the time, was that it could not do anything about it because it was an approval under section 18 and 
could not be revoked. I have said on multiple occasions that we heard Hon Stephen Dawson admit in this place 
that the minister’s office knew about that imminent destruction before it occurred. The advice was given maybe 
a day or two before it occurred. In the debate recorded by Hansard, when I asked in Committee of the Whole 
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House whether the minister knew, he said I should ask Hon Ben Wyatt. He was not able to say that the minister 
knew, but the reality is—as someone with some experience who has spoken to those people with experience in the 
department of Aboriginal affairs—that if that had occurred previously, someone would have picked up the phone 
and rung the CEO of Rio Tinto and said, “Hey, look, this is not a good idea. You shouldn’t do this.” A former 
officer in that place said, “I would have picked up the phone and rung Sam Walsh and said, ‘Don’t do this’.” 
Sam Walsh is gone but he would have said, “No, I won’t.” The order would have been sent down the chain. Who 
knows what happened? 

We are going to do that by legislation. We blew up the department of Aboriginal affairs—we got rid of that. We 
did not replace it with an office of the Aboriginal advocate. We did not replace it although we had promised to. We 
blew that place up and officers, including myself, got the golden handshake and we were told—after 26 or 28 years 
of public service, “Off you go.” That is effectively what happened. We blew up that joint and then Rio Tinto blew 
up the gorge. The lame excuse, which we are now going to use again, is that it is black-letter law. Ben Wyatt sits on 
that board. Maybe Rio Tinto is still up to its old tricks. Who knows what will come out in due course. How many 
times was that excuse used in this place by the government to justify bringing in a massively prescriptive law 
that was suddenly going to wrap up and deal with tens of thousands of applications, when we know the number of 
section 18s that have been approved on an annual basis was probably only in the order of 50, 60 or 70 a year, or 
maybe fewer than that. We suddenly had an incredible expansion. I described it on Belinda Varischetti’s show on the 
ABC in November 2021, I think, as a completely new regulatory arrangement that was going to impact on the farming 
community. In fact, we heard denials. This is from the Hansard of 9 December 2021. Hon Stephen Dawson said — 

The claims by Hon Neil Thomson that a new regulatory system will be imposed on landowners is not 
correct. I would like to address the concerns raised about the impacts the processes in the bill will have 
on all landholders with lots larger than 1 100 square metres. The 1972 act is silent on lot sizes. Under the 
1972 act, any activity on any parcel of land that when undertaken alters, damages, destroys or conceals 
an Aboriginal site is an offence … 

That is what we are going back to, folks! The reason the 1972 act worked for a while was the administration of 
that act. There was not a proliferation of sites. There was a management of the site, and then there was the 
Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee, which effectively operated as a gatekeeper. It managed to keep out of 
scope all of those other activities that ended up at the doors of Parliament House when we had the debate on the 
petition, when we had the five-acre lot up in the hills. Go look on Google Maps. If anyone has not driven up to the 
hills recently, go have a look at every creek and tributary up there with a culvert over it. Apparently, this government 
says that has to have a section 18. I asked a very sensible question about someone building a sandcastle on a beach 
and I got criticised. The Leader of the House told me it was beneath me. It was because there was such a lack of 
clarity around it. Apparently—I do not believe this is the case—if it were applied in such a ridiculous way, we would 
go back to even that needing a section 18 approval. That is how ridiculous it could be. Therefore, my message to 
this committee is it is in the hands of the committee and the minister, not in the hands of a whole bunch of groups 
that will necessarily need to raise money in order to pay for their operations. It is going back to the hands of 
a committee and a minister, and will provide the level of protection that the community as a whole expects. Yes, 
we can improve a whole range of things with direct consultation with Aboriginal people. Yes, we can improve the 
accuracy of the register. We can improve the information provided to the public about not just where cultural 
heritage is, but how it could be harmed in a material way through the excavation of land or by changing the landscape. 
That is the issue, because people want to know. I go back to my point that it someone ripping some trees out of their 
orchard in the Gascoyne flood plain should not need to seek a section 18 notice, and neither should they have to seek 
a tier 2 permit. That was, in my view, unnecessary. I challenge anyone to have that argument, because I do not believe 
that it is the predominant view of the general community of this liberal democracy and this state in which we live. 
I think that is something we must come back to. Ultimately, we still live in a democracy in which the people’s view 
counts, and this government has to stand accountable to the will of the people every four years at an election. 
It was claimed that I was saying things that were not true. What we actually saw happening was the repeal of this 
act and the apology from the minister that this regulatory system and architecture was so bad and bungled that it 
was simply not sufficiently applicable across our society to provide people with the comfort that they need. 
We are changing section 18. We are not changing some of those thresholds that people talked about and I mentioned, 
which we should. Maybe there should be some clarity there. That is disappointing. If we are going to amend things, 
maybe that should have been done. That is why I say the amendment process should have been longer, and that 
there should be some clarity between tangible and intangible heritage in terms of some of the penalties. We should 
be changing that as well. We should not be putting people in jail because they accidentally impact intangible 
heritage that they may not have any ability to ascertain. We will provide new information in order to deal with the 
Juukan Gorge situation. That is where we are seeking to introduce a materiality clause through an amendment. We 
are also seeking to provide a capacity to transfer a section 18 application as people move about and change their 
land-ownership situation. We will more widely define what ownership means as opposed to freehold or, I assume, 
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leasehold provisions under the existing act. We will provide appeal powers. Native Title bodies have been able to 
appeal. On face value, that looks reasonable. On face value, these minor changes all look reasonable. 
I am not so certain that the State Administrative Tribunal is appropriately equipped to deal with this issue. I think 
there is some concern about that. SAT’s role is the assessment of whether a matter is administratively considered 
in an appropriate way through deliberative consideration of matters of the administration of the law, not just the 
matters of the law per se. That is normally the domain of the courts. The problem I have with that is the law is 
still so poorly defined. That is because the law is from 1972 and was modified, or at least clarified, in 2015 by the 
Supreme Court decision of then Justice John Chaney on the Port Hedland dredging piece. Again, I will raise some 
discussion about how this is going, because this bill will still create procedures but they may not have the effect 
of law. That is something I think we need to go through in the Committee of the Whole. The problem in that 
particular situation, to my understanding, was there were procedures in place in departments that provided some 
clarity to officers about the way sites were determined and assessed. Of course, Justice Chaney made the decision 
that those procedures were in effect ultra vires and were not to be used as a matter for determining whether or not 
a site existed. I would not mind some clarification on this matter from the minister representing the Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs. 
The part I played was to get roped in from a different role in the lands area to chair a committee about, from 
recollection, 121 decisions that were made on section 18 applications that needed to be reassessed within the 
concept of a new interpretation. It was done very quickly because it proposed a massive sovereign risk to our state. 
Suddenly, 121 section 18 applications were no longer valid. These were some of the challenges. I do not think we 
have really sorted that out, and that will be something a Liberal government would deal with. We need to make 
sure that we do not have activist processes—we have seen those activist processes recently with the Woodside 
decision—and things needing to be changed constantly, creating massive sovereign risk. There should be more 
certainty in the law in order to provide the capacity for our businesses to make those critical investment decisions 
and actually get on with it. I want to see this bill repealed so that we can get out of this twilight zone and actually 
move into a clear set of laws again, because this has caused a massive disruption. We have those appeal powers and, 
as I said, I am not sure whether SAT is the right place for that appeal process. However, it has been put into SAT.  
Again, the question is whether there will potentially be a flood of appeals, and maybe that can be assessed in due 
course. I hope not. I do not think so. If decisions are made properly in the first place, there should not be a flood 
of appeals, because it is a low-cost quasi-judicial process. It could end up in that situation; I am not sure. The 
State Administrative Tribunal will be able to make those decisions. 
The final point I would like to make is about the call-in powers of the Premier over SAT decisions. I believe 
these powers are quite novel and unusual, even though similar call-in powers exist under the Planning and 
Development Act, which I understand were put in place during the COVID emergency. I think this troubles certain 
members of the legal profession. Certainly, more than one lawyer has raised it as a concern. If there is a power to 
undertake a review through a quasi-judicial process, it would seem odd to allow a member of the executive to 
intervene and call it out. This is not about call-in powers for the decision at the front. 
Those are the points that I wanted to make. No doubt, there will be fulsome discussion. Others will continue my 
points. There is a lot more that can be said. There will be a fulsome discussion. Certainly, in the Committee of the 
Whole process, we will look at each of the provisions in the greatest detail possible without holding this up. We 
are cooperating with the government to repeal this legislation and to see people power achieved here. 
HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [2.43 pm]: What an absolute mess the 
McGowan and Cook governments have made of this. What an absolute disaster. I suspect we will never again see 
a situation in which five weeks after a piece of legislation is put into effect, it is effectively dumped by a government 
that is so embarrassed by its own legislation that it has to admit that it is a complete dog’s breakfast. What an 
embarrassing position the government finds itself in today. 
Let us go back to how this started. How did it start? In 2021, the McGowan Labor government said to the opposition 
that it wanted to change the Aboriginal Heritage Act as it wanted to protect Aboriginal cultural heritage. The 
opposition said, “Good idea; so do we.” At that point, the government did not have a bill to show us. It was all 
about the vibe and the feel of the thing, but the government was going to get a bill to us when it could. We had this 
ridiculous situation in which briefings were being organised before the bill was actually presented. The government 
said that it had this good idea to protect Aboriginal cultural heritage and the opposition said, “Sure; that’s a good 
idea.” The government then presented its bill. The opposition said, “We agree with the intent of protecting tangible, 
demonstrable Aboriginal cultural heritage, but what on earth is this thing that you’ve presented? What on earth is 
this document?” The government said, “No; it’s okay. It’s all good. Just go with the vibe; go with the feel. It’ll 
work; it’ll be good.” For months afterwards—stretching out to 18 months—it was all good. There was no problem. 
It was all going to be wonderful. Then, of course, when the regulations dropped earlier this year, there were some 
significant concerns, but the government said that we should not worry as the vibe was still good. It was all about 
the vibe; it was all about the feel. Five weeks after the government implemented its legislation, it withdrew it in 
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an act that I suspect we will never see again. I do not think I will live long enough to see a government so horrendously 
embarrassed by its own incompetence that it is forced to backflip with a degree of difficulty that I do not think 
Greg Louganis could get around! It was one of the most amazing things we will ever see. 
What did the government say when it decided to do this amazing backflip? I will quote briefly from the press release 
from the now Premier, Hon Roger Cook, and the now Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Hon Dr Tony Buti. It starts 
with the headline “Laws overturned: Aboriginal cultural heritage legislation replaced” and says — 

After serious consideration and consultation, the Cook Government will repeal Aboriginal cultural heritage 
laws and restore the original Aboriginal Heritage Act of 1972, with simple and effective amendments to 
help prevent another Juukan Gorge incident. 

Why did the McGowan Labor government not do that at the start? Maybe the government should have done some 
serious consideration and consultation before it introduced the legislation that is such an embarrassment to it rather 
than waiting until after it had been implemented. It would have saved us all a lot of time. I would not have had to 
go to a whole pile of meetings and try to keep everybody calm. That would have been much better. I would have 
preferred to do other things. It would have been good to have had that sort of consideration and consultation in the 
first instance. However, that is not what the McGowan government did. It rushed a piece of legislation through 
Parliament. It said, “Trust us on the vibe and we’ll give you a set of regulations down the track.” The first dot point 
of the media release states — 

Cook Government listens to community feedback and reverses decision 
Man, it could have started listening to community feedback a bit earlier. There is a bit of free advice for the 
government. I know it does not like free advice very much, but I am happy to give it. The opposition is here to 
help. Perhaps listening to community advice a year earlier might have been a useful thing—however. The second 
dot point of the media release states — 

Original Aboriginal Heritage Act of 1972 to be restored, with simple amendments 
The next dot point states — 

The new legislation went too far, was too prescriptive and complicated 
I will come back to that in a moment. I am not going to disagree, but how is it that that legislation, as the government 
itself now says, went too far and was too prescriptive and too complicated? This is a great dot point — 

Common sense to drive Aboriginal cultural heritage protection 
Wow! That is something the government might have applied in 2021—a little bit of common sense! I am not sure 
why common sense was missing at that point, but it is nice to see the government catching up two years down the 
track: “Let’s apply some common sense to the debate.” That is not bad. I like the last dot point — 

All additional obligations placed on landowners in 2021 Act to be removed 
I think all those dot points are hilarious, except for the last one, which is probably the first sign of the common 
sense that the government says it is now going to apply to this process. 
I was pleased to see that the new Premier, Hon Roger Cook, took the opportunity to apologise. At the time, he said 
that he had been Premier for eight weeks. It could be argued that Hon Roger Cook is not responsible for where we 
are, but Hon Roger Cook was the Deputy Premier for a long time before he became Premier. He was at the cabinet 
table. We know he has an interest in Aboriginal affairs, so he had the opportunity to involve himself in this, so he 
is not without guilt. He does not get to cast the first stone. After he had been the Premier for eight weeks, he said, 
and I am pleased that he said it — 

The complicated regulations, the burden on landowners and the poor rollout of the new laws have been 
unworkable for all members of our community—and for that, I am sorry. 

He went on to say — 
We got the balance wrong, what we did hasn’t worked—it’s vital we manage cultural heritage in a common 
sense manner, so we can move forward together as a community. 

I am pleased that there was an apology in the process. It was a disastrous experiment by the Cook and McGowan 
governments to introduce a process like this. An apology was surely required. Surely that was an obligation on the 
government, having overseen such a mess—to the point where the legislation itself had to be repealed, not just the 
regulations that followed it or the bits that we did not see for 12 or 14 months after the original legislation appeared. 
The legislation was so flawed that it had to be repealed. 
I have some sympathy for those members of the government who actually went out to the public meetings of 
concerned citizens. I went to a few of them and other members went, too. I will not name names; I have named 
them before, but I am referring to those government members who went to the public meetings and tried to explain 
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the legislation. Of course, at that point they could not say what the Premier is now saying—that the regulations were 
complicated and a burden on landowners, and that they were poorly rolled out and unworkable for all members of 
our community. 
It would have been useful if the government had had that degree of honesty up-front; perhaps members could have 
gone out to those meetings and said that. That is what members of the opposition did. We went to public meetings 
and we were asked questions. We said, “These regulations are unworkable. These regulations will not deliver the 
things that the government says they are going to deliver, but what they will deliver is complication and uncertainty 
for landowners.” I tried to do that in a way that was not hysterical, because I went to some meetings where I thought 
some of the messaging was hysterical. I went to meetings where people were talking about defending their backyard. 
It was to my own detriment, on some occasions, because I had people saying, “You’re not being outraged enough. 
We need to be more outraged.” 
I am trying to keep a level head in this debate. I acknowledge those government members who went out and met 
with community groups. I will name Hon Darren West; I know he went to a number of them. They rolled him out 
to respond to concerns and he — 
Hon Darren West: I rolled myself out, thank you. 
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: He rolled himself out? He valiantly took up the defence of the government. Any 
time one comes under criticism, the best thing one can do is to front up, and I have commended Hon Darren West 
for that in this house before. He did front up. Of course, he did not say that the regulations and legislation were 
unworkable, unfair and major impingements; he tried to defend them. He struggled to do so, but he gave it his very 
best and he should be commended for that, because not long after he did that the Premier came out and said that 
the regulations were complicated and a burden on landowners. He said that they had been rolled out poorly, that 
the balance was wrong and that they had not worked. Wow. I wonder how many Christmas cards the Premier is 
going to get from those government members who went out to defend the government’s position all those times? 
I also wonder how many Christmas cards this government is going to get from its federal Labor colleagues? It is 
impossible not to conflate two issues that different levels of government across Australia have put before the people. 
Let us have a look at the similarities. In the first instance, the McGowan Labor government said, “Feel the vibe on 
cultural heritage; that’s great. Here’s a piece of legislation. We’ll let you see it just before you’re expected to vote 
on it. It’s all good. It’s all positivity.” Then the regulations came through and suddenly they were unworkable. The 
government ended up having to apologise because it could not explain the legislation or the regulations. I went 
to meetings to which the government took public servants who could not answer any of the simple questions: 
“If I want to put a dam on a waterway, what’s the process I have to go through? Can I or can’t I? How does this 
impact on my ability to farm my land?” It was not only members of the Labor government who could not answer 
those questions; the bureaucrats who had probably helped to write the legislation could not answer them either. It 
was that complicated. 
How do we compare that with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Voice to Parliament? The Voice is 
inexplicable; it is just on the vibe. People are being asked to vote on the vibe. There is no detail: “This is a feel-good 
vibe. Just trust us.” As the McGowan Labor government said, “Just trust us; this will be fine.” A year and a half 
later, it repealed that legislation and apologised to the people for it. The Albanese government came up with the 
Voice and has been saying, “Just trust us; it’s the vibe.” Regardless of the outcome of the referendum on Saturday, 
I suspect the Prime Minister, Hon Anthony Albanese, will owe the people of Western Australia an apology. If the 
referendum gets up, he will have to do what Hon Roger Cook, the Premier of Western Australia, had to do, and 
apologise for this unworkable thing the federal government will have implemented. If it does not get up, he should 
apologise for the division he has created for the people of Australia and the damage that has done to the reconciliation 
process. I hope Hon Anthony Albanese has the courage and strength of character of Hon Roger Cook to apologise 
for his poor performance. I am waiting to hear that apology for the damage that has been done and for simply 
running off the vibe. He has not implemented it yet. In the case of the McGowan Labor government, the legislation 
was implemented but now has to be removed. I expect to see an apology from Hon Anthony Albanese either way—
whether the referendum is successful or unsuccessful—because I think the outcomes have been horrendous. That 
is where we are. Obviously, I do not know what the result of the referendum will be; we will know by the end of 
the weekend. I know what the polling looks like, but that does not matter because the important vote happens on 
the weekend. 
There is another similarity. In each instance, the people of Western Australia and Australia believe in the basic 
principle that has been put forward. When the McGowan Labor government said to the opposition, “We think we 
should protect, in a better way, Aboriginal cultural heritage”, the opposition said, “Yes, we agree.” When the 
government of Australia says, “We want Aboriginal people to be able to lift themselves out of disadvantage, to 
catch up and be able to live a full life and do all those things that other members of Australian society do”, I think 
Australians, almost universally, say, “Yes, we agree.” I agree with that and I think everyone agrees with that: the 
federal opposition, the state opposition—we all agree with that. 
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So where did it go wrong? It went wrong because the ideology of the Labor Party took over. The Labor Party said, 
“We want to improve the situation for Aboriginal people at a state level and at a federal level”, and we said, 
“We agree.” Then the Labor Party said, “This is our model for doing so”, and we said, “Your model’s rubbish.” 
The Labor Party is so arrogant that it then said, “We believe there is only one model. It’s our model or the highway.” 
It might be a model-T Ford that has not run for 50 years, but the Labor Party says it has to be its model. Has there 
been any consultation on or acceptance of alternative models? No. The Labor Party says it has to be its way. That 
is the great similarity between the Voice and the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021. It was all about the ideology 
and positioning of the Labor Party, both state and federal, instead of a negotiation in good faith with everyone—
the opposition, the community, Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal people. It should have been a negotiation 
in good faith to deliver the best outcomes for the Aboriginal community, while at the same time providing certainty 
and security for landowners outside that. That is what should have happened. The similarity between the Voice 
and the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act is the incompetence and arrogance of the government that introduced 
them; that is the familiar thread that runs through them. It is not the intent of the people, and it is not the intent of the 
opposition. The state and federal opposition is not opposed to better outcomes for Aboriginal people. It is not opposed 
to protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage. It simply wants it to be effective and work as it is supposed to work.  
How can Prime Minister Anthony Albanese have any respect for the McGowan and Cook Labor governments in 
Western Australia when, as he tries to implement his slightly arrogant version of what he wants to do, he has the 
Premier of this state coming back and saying, “We got it completely wrong. Our legislation was a dud. We are 
terribly sorry”? That is ignoring all the state government’s arrogance during the process of implementing it. How 
much confidence does the Prime Minister of Australia gain from the performance of the McGowan government 
when it said, “We were hopeless on Aboriginal affairs. Sorry about that”?  
It is good that the government said it was sorry. I note that the Leader of the House, who gave the second reading 
speech and will provide a reply in due course, also mentioned contrition. The third sentence of the Leader of the 
House’s second reading speech says — 

However, the 2021 act, which was intended to provide greater certainty as well as protection for Aboriginal 
cultural heritage, is not providing the clarity and security required by a legislative regime. This was not 
our intention, and we are sorry that this has happened. 

That is great. I think that the Western Australian people, particularly landowners, appreciate the apology, but, 
gee, it is a couple of years too late. I suppose it is better late than never. I tell you what: I bet—I am willing to put 
a reasonably good bottle of south-west red on this—that Hon Anthony Albanese is not overly enamoured of the 
Labor Party in Western Australia at this time. I suspect that he thinks that the timing was a little unfortunate. Despite 
the best efforts of members who tried to go out and defend the indefensible—well done to them for doing so—
their own leadership said it was indefensible. It was poor legislation. It was not deliverable. It did not provide certainty 
for anybody. Well done on that; I think we all appreciate the apology.  

Just before I move off—because I want to come back to this in a minute—the other thing I took from the Premier’s 
press release announcing this backflip was — 

There will be no requirement on everyday landowners to conduct their own heritage survey. 

The State Government will commence a long-term plan over the next ten years to undertake heritage surveys 
of unsurveyed areas in high priority areas of the State, with the consent of landowners. Surveys will be 
centrally held and published by Government, and available to view by all land users. 

I was going to come to this later, but we might as well deal with it now. I find that a really interesting sentence, to 
be honest. The government will undertake a long-term plan. It will undertake heritage surveys of unsurveyed areas 
in high-priority areas of the state. Can we take this statement at its word? That is certainly a question I suspect 
I will be dealing with in the debate on clause 1, during Committee of the Whole. Will the government survey only 
unsurveyed areas? Are we to assume that areas that have been previously surveyed will not be surveyed again? 
This comes back to the question of landowners’ long-term certainty. How many surveys will be possible and over 
what period? Will there be an end point at which a particular person’s property has been surveyed enough and 
declared as either containing or not containing a heritage site? How often will that be likely to occur? The Premier’s 
statement was for “unsurveyed areas in high priority areas of the State”. Where are the high-priority areas of the 
state in which these surveys will be undertaken? Where are the low-priority areas of the state? Will they not be 
surveyed? What happens if someone wants to survey a low-priority area of the state? Will they be able to? Who 
will be able to do this particular survey? Are we simply talking about where the government will survey? Will other 
surveys be done in low-priority areas, possibly in areas that have already been surveyed in the past? Will only 
surveys proposed by the government be able to identify cultural heritage sites and put them through the process?  

The other thing the government says in this sentence is — 
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The State Government will commence a long-term plan over the next ten years to undertake heritage surveys 
of unsurveyed areas in high priority areas of the State, with the consent of landowners. 

Does that mean that surveys done by the government must be with landowners’ consent? Does a landowner 
effectively have a veto over the government doing a heritage survey on their land? That is what it says in the press 
release, but I do not know whether we should trust the press release. I listened to lots of commentary about the 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act from Labor members of Parliament and ministers, and I do not think that they were 
accurate at all times, so can we trust this press release? I do not know, but it is interesting to see that this is what the 
government is planning to do. It is planning to survey only unsurveyed areas in only high-priority areas and only with 
the consent of landowners. Does “landowners” mean people with freehold or leasehold title? Will leaseholders be 
able to give or deny permission for government heritage surveyors to do their surveys? Is that how it will work?  

The press release also mentions a 10-year period. It will take a while to go through and look at all those areas over 
a 10-year period. Is there a budget for it? Where is the budget? When does it start? How many inspectors will be 
involved? It would depend on how much land will be inspected. Maybe this is a cost-saving measure; maybe I have 
misjudged the minister, and this is a very clever cost-saving measure. If the government identifies only high-priority 
areas and limits the surveys to them, and it surveys only previously unsurveyed areas and only when the landowner 
has given permission, maybe that will be a good cost-saving measure. Maybe the government thinks that it will 
not cost it all that much money. I do not know why; it had another $6 billion-plus surplus just recently, so it could 
probably afford to be a little bit more generous. It has $5.1 billion and the money squirrelled away in government 
trading enterprises, which is $1.3 billion, so that is $6.4 billion. It is not as if the government is short of cash to 
invest in these sorts of things. That will be interesting to see. I intend to try to pull some of that stuff out during 
the Committee of the Whole debate of the bill because I think that would be very interesting to know.  

Let us assume that we can take Hon Roger Cook at his word. I think he is generally a pretty decent fellow and tries 
his best to be honest. I do not want to disrespect him. If he actually believes that to be the case, that would be really 
interesting. Does that mean that if it is going on for 10 years, the government’s intent is that at the end of the 10 years 
all issues of Aboriginal cultural heritage in this state will have been identified? How many might still be ongoing? 
Can Aboriginal cultural heritage change, shift and move? These issues need to be dealt with and questions need to 
be asked. 

That is particularly important when we start to consider what was in the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021, 
particularly in relation to what was defined as intangible heritage, because this has become incredibly complicated. 
Tangible heritage is the easy part of the debate. There is a site with some evidence of cultural significance, whether 
it is materials or a meeting point or a site history. But it was the 2021 bill’s intangible cultural heritage that made 
the legislation far more difficult to sell and threatening to landowners across the state of Western Australia. That 
is a much more problematic exercise. The definition of heritage is a debate that I suspect will go for some period. 
It is one that Hon Peter Collier is well aware of. I now raise the finding of Supreme Court Justice John Chaney 
back in 2015 when Hon Peter Collier was Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Operating under the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act 1972, a port expansion at Port Hedland faced legal action by representatives of a local group who thought that 
there was a cultural link that did not necessarily show as a tangible cultural link. Justice John Chaney reinforced 
that view. In his judgement, he said — 

To the extent that the ACMC — 
That was the Aboriginal Cultural Materials Committee, which was making a recommendation to the minister; 
it continues — 

brought to account the lack of evidence of specific rituals, ceremonial or cultural activities associated 
solely with the site, as invited to do by the Department report, it acted in the misconstruction of section 5 
of the [Aboriginal Heritage] Act. 

Section 5 of the act deals with the tangibility of cultural heritage and how it is defined. That was extended in the 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021—ultimately, the act—to define intangible cultural heritage. That is an issue 
that we need to ventilate and discuss in some detail as we go forward on this bill before us because, by definition, 
it is not something that can be touched and seen. It is potentially a culturally significant site for other reasons, such 
as around history. I am trying to find the right words. I was going to say storytelling, but without necessarily the 
implication that it is not true. Those issues make it very difficult. It becomes very difficult when a landowner 
potentially faces a claim around what is effectively a cultural story. The next step we will have to face is that the 
cultural story may well change. If a conversation is started around songlines, for example, the question must be 
asked: are songlines constant or do they move? If somebody builds a shed on a songline when it was thought to be 
off a songline at a particular point, how will it work if a songline is declared at that site five years down the track? 
This issue of intangible heritage should occupy debate for some considerable time in this house. How will that 
heritage be dealt with? What will happen if a landowner has used a piece of land for some time and an intangible 
heritage claim is made over that land? The landowner may say that he and his family have used that land for 
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100 years, but a claim is made because prior to that 100 years it was potentially used for something else or had an 
emotional link in some way. Clarity around that will be critically important to maintain the confidence of the wider 
community—the non-Aboriginal community. 
It is also not in the interests of the Aboriginal community to have that level of concern and uncertainty out there, 
which I have said throughout this process. I put that in my opinion piece in the Farm Weekly, a country newspaper. 
I went to a number of meetings and said, “Look—keep a bit calm and try not to panic about this, as we will try to 
find a way to work through it.” The lack of certainty for landowners was both palpable and frightening. They were 
frightened. There was an important role for the government to say, “We will look after your interests as well and 
as best we can.” 
I have to say that there was a role for the leadership of the Aboriginal community. I put that in my opinion piece 
also. It would have been really helpful during debate at that time if the leadership of the Aboriginal community 
had talked to landowners, particularly farmers, and said, “We’re not coming for your land. This is not a land grab.” 
That was the bit that was missing from this process. The government could not explain its own legislation, so 
nobody really took it seriously at those meetings. The bureaucrats that went with the government could not explain 
the legislation and how it would operate, so nobody listened to them very much, either. In some places, members 
of the Aboriginal community actually went, “Hang on a minute; we’re not coming for your backyards or your 
horse paddocks or your sheep paddocks.” In some places, that messaging was really good, but it was not universal. 
There was an opportunity to take a lot of the heat and sting out of this debate by having the Aboriginal community 
engage and step up and say, “We’re genuinely focused on areas of cultural heritage. Put all the other stuff aside. 
Do not listen to the panic merchants on this, but listen to us. We’re the people who will be forming the local Aboriginal 
cultural heritage services—LACHS—and putting in the claims.” 
Some good work was done in my patch. The Menang group around Albany started this process with some support 
from other community groups, including the Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry. They asked how to set 
up a LACHS by which the Aboriginal community in Albany, the Menang community, could talk to landowners 
and reassure them of the process. I thought that was a great start. I went to meetings down there and said exactly 
what I have said at every other meeting and I have said in here. In fact, I was accused of giving in to the department. 
At one meeting, one of the farm lobby groups said that I sounded like a spokesperson for the department. It would 
bump up my wages probably if that were the case! I was trying to keep people a little calm, not panicked, as part 
of the process in trying to work through it. The Albany group tried; it was not the only one as other groups also 
tried. However, there was a lack of leadership in reinforcing the message and providing the confidence, particularly 
to the farming community, that landowners could continue to do what they had traditionally done. I know that 
Hon Darren West said it, but I do not think he understood the legislation, because if he did, he would have joined 
Premier Roger Cook, who said it was terrible. That sort of leadership on the intent of the legislation should have 
been out there as a part of the debate. If this was us walking together, that sort of conversation should have been 
going on. There should have been an expressed intent to make this work fairly on all sides. In my view, that was 
one of the things absolutely missing in this debate. It happened because there was this rush through the Parliament 
of ideological legislation that could not work, and, ultimately, it did not work. 
We are now going to repeal the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021, and, with that, all its associated regulations 
will disappear. We will go back to using the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 with some amendments. A lot has been 
said about the fact that the opposition supported the intent of the government back in 2021, and that is true. I was 
quoted by a disgruntled former senator in the state newspaper for daring to suggest that perhaps we should not be 
violently opposed to the intent. Like I said, some skin was lost on all sides on this one, but the opposition wanted 
to see Aboriginal cultural heritage protected. 
There was a single vote on it upon which a division was called by Hon Dr Brad Pettitt. Hon Dr Brad Pettitt was 
opposed to the bill because it did not go far enough. I will be very interested to see where Hon Dr Brad Pettitt is on 
the repeal bill. I am getting feelings of deja vu around Senator Lidia Thorpe’s position on the Voice and, I suspect, 
Hon Dr Brad Pettitt’s position on this legislation: it is not enough; therefore, he is opposed to it. The opposition at 
the time, with the intent of trying to find a silver lining with the legislation presented by the government, voted with 
the government on that exercise. But at that point we had not seen the regulations mess or the disastrous management 
of the legislation, and the government had not acknowledged its utter failures in that regard. If the intent of the 
government is to provide a better outcome for Aboriginal people, we have been here, ready, all the time to try to 
assist that process. But if the process is wrong, the government should listen. It reflects that arrogance that has 
crept through both the McGowan government in 2021 and the Albanese government in relation to the Voice now. 
The “our way or the highway” approach will prove equally embarrassing for the federal Labor Party as it has for 
the state Labor Party. I fully expect to see apologies coming from our Prime Minister, Hon Anthony Albanese, in 
due course. 
I want to look at another thing as we move into the committee stage of the bill. The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 
is not the only act in which Aboriginal cultural heritage is considered. As we move forward to the committee stage 
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of the bill, I want to ask the minister how the various acts that deal with Aboriginal cultural heritage will interplay 
in this brave new world in which we find ourselves. The Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 will have amendments 
made to it, some of which I am sure the opposition will support, but we also have the Environmental Protection Act 
and the Water Services Act. It is interesting to note that in the estimates process not that long ago, I asked the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water when the new Water Reform Bill would come into this place. 
We have been told that many of the things found in the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021 would be repeated 
in the new Water Reform Bill. Aboriginal cultural heritage is apparently a major focus of the Water Services Act 
rewrite. It will be really interesting to see whether that comes out. If the government, having basically done a complete 
backflip and received a bloodied nose in relation to the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act, is going to go down the 
same path with a different bill, I would be really interested in that. 
Here is my suspicion; call me a cynic if you will—a doubting Thomas: I suspect that the rewrite of the water acts 
might be put on the backburner for a while as the government hurriedly works out what it will do with all the 
provisions that relate to Aboriginal heritage that it put in the draft Water Reform Bill, a copy of which we have 
not yet seen. Why do I think that is the case? Members should look at where all the new Aboriginal cultural heritage 
sites are starting to expand to; it is waterways. We do not see them in the drylands of Boyup Brook. We see them 
in the waterways of the Swan and Avon Rivers and the rivers around the Murray and Serpentine Rivers and all the 
way down south. The greatest focus with Aboriginal heritage is starting to develop in waterways, and, potentially, 
for some purpose because obviously Aboriginal communities needed water like every other community. They are 
not on their own in that regard. Communities around the world in whatever country they are in generally developed 
around waterways. Waterways will be the new crisis point in heritage. This government has an enormous task to 
work out how it will manage that. It will not be adequate for this government to take what it was proposing in the 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act and simply shift it across to the Water Reform Bill and do it in a slightly different 
way. The bill before us will put the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 back in place and amend it to make it more effective, 
which nearly everybody in the room probably thinks is not a bad idea. We are a chamber generally of common 
sense and agreement where we can be. I think we largely think that that is a reasonable idea, but we will then have 
to work out all the conflicts and competitions that will occur with these other acts. The Water Reform Bill will be the 
first of those. I suspect the Water Reform Bill is hurriedly being rewritten for the umpteenth time to work out how 
it will deal with the huge push into Aboriginal heritage issues. 
Cultural heritage has played a very large role under the Environmental Protection Authority. The Environmental 
Protection Act does not contain too many references to cultural heritage; it is found only in its set of definitions as 
section 3(2) defines social surroundings. The Environmental Protection Act allows the EPA to look at and assess 
social surroundings as a part of its environmental assessment. I think that was updated some time ago to look at 
the triple bottom line in effect.  
Section 3(2) states — 

In the case of humans, the reference to social surroundings in the definition of environment in subsection (1) 
is a reference to aesthetic, cultural, economic and other social surroundings to the extent to which they 
directly affect or are affected by physical or biological surroundings. 

That is a fairly broad reference, but it is absolutely the case that the Environmental Protection Authority has entered 
into waters that I suspect it was not originally designed to look at. It has taken a very strong cultural heritage 
position in a number of its reports. Members should bear in mind that the EPA is not a decision-making body itself; 
it makes a recommendation to the minister, which is completely appropriate, in my view. It is obviously the case 
that sometimes arm’s length government organisations can get a bit fierce in their activities. In this case, the EPA 
simply makes a recommendation, and the Minister for Environment can accept or change that recommendation. 
In fact, on occasions, it appears that the Premier of the day could ring the EPA and ask it to change its activities, 
which was either a robust and fierce phone call or a very civil and polite quick “hello”, depending on whose version 
we believe. I have a pretty good idea which version I believe, but anyway. I do not necessarily disagree with the 
intent of the Premier of the day who said that the EPA had overreached its boundaries; I think, in that circumstance, 
it probably had, but it has taken on this issue of Aboriginal cultural heritage in a significant way. That will have to 
be assessed by the government, because, ultimately, if the government is true to its word about having a commonsense 
approach to Aboriginal heritage, we want a system that does not overlap. People need to know and understand 
precisely who and what they are dealing with in regard to Aboriginal cultural heritage, and that is not necessarily 
the case at the moment. I would be interested to know what is happening with the proposed water legislation. 
I know that the minister is probably not in a position to tell us, or what is the intended interaction with the 
Environmental Protection Authority, but it should be part of the debate. It should be part of how we proceed. 
Hon Sue Ellery: Honourable member, I can certainly respond to you about existing laws and the interaction, but 
I can’t respond to you about laws that do not exist yet, if you are talking about changes to the water law. 
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Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I accept the interjection. That is probably right. I suspect that we will have that debate 
sometime next year; it may be that the water bill does not get to the house before it is prorogued at the end of next 
year, because I am sure that the government has a very big legislative agenda that it wants to get through, and I suspect 
that, particularly if that legislation needs rewriting, we might see it drift away. 
I raise one other issue. Again, perhaps we might get into more detail on this during the committee stage of the bill, 
but I understand that there has been some concern both in government and with Indigenous organisations about 
the impact of the previous bill, the bill before the house now, and, ultimately, the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 
as amended, on native title. I am thinking particularly about the native title agreements that were signed under the 
previous government, as well as those that might be still under consideration. It is my understanding that despite 
the fact that the two issues are relatively separate, there are concerns about the potential impacts. In theory, they 
should not be related. Native title sits as a separate issue. Native title is about land ownership; cultural heritage 
preservation is about the preservation of a site on that land but does not impact on the title of that land. In theory, 
they should be completely separate, but I understand there are some concerns. The minister might be in a position 
to reassure us that that is not the case. If concerns have been raised about potential impacts on native title, I would 
be particularly interested to know, and I would like us to look at whether there will be an impact later on down 
the track. 
I have a couple of last things before we move on and my part of the debate will shift to the committee stage of the 
bill. As I said before, I am interested in the costings of the government’s version of surveying, and precisely who 
will be surveyed and under what circumstances. I am also a bit interested in the way that those surveys will be 
done, because I do not think that the government has yet made clear what those surveys will actually look like. 
Will a group or body be commissioned by the council to do that? Will it be different people in different areas? 
Will there be a crossover? I think that is very important. 
The operation of the council is also very important. An important issue that I will raise at the committee stage 
relates to the conflict of interest component, particularly for members of the committee. I will phrase this as 
a question: If a member of an Aboriginal community who is appointed to the committee under this legislation is 
asked to make a decision on a site or a claim that is within their own cultural lands, if you will, will that committee 
member be excluded on the basis of a vested interest for making that decision? Even if that person does not have 
a personal direct financial pecuniary duty on that particular piece of land, are they prevented from debating and 
ultimately voting on something because of that cultural heritage link? I think that becomes more important because 
a lot of Aboriginal people today refer to not just a single group. There are not many people today who simply 
refer to themselves as Menang or Noongar, for example; now, there are often multiple groups, so people will say, 
“I come from a range of history.” There are some from the south west and some from the midwest. They might be 
a Yamatji–Noongar–something else person. Then we suddenly have this multitude of historical cultural heritage 
links. We will get to it, and it is not necessarily a question for my second reading contribution, but when we come 
to debate the functioning of the committee, I will be particularly interested to see how that role might be dealt with. 
We want to see the committee function as best it can, but I think that will become an issue. 
I am going to run out of time, so I will raise most of this at another point, but there is one other issue I want to 
raise to get into in more detail—the section 18 process as it currently exists. Hon Neil Thomson talked about the 
expansion of section 18 sites all over the state. I think that is a debate we need to get to, and I am happy to leave 
where Hon Neil Thomson got to with that. But I am interested in the interaction between section 18 applications 
and the traditional owners of that land, because it is my understanding that to progress a section 18 exemption, for 
example, an applicant will need to demonstrate a level of consultation and produce some sort of correspondence 
from the landowner, but that is not actually legislated. It does not appear to be in the regulations. I want to see that 
process better defined in the regulations. I think that is really important, because the looser the process, the more 
difficult it will be, and the more opportunity there will be for things to go astray. 
I will leave the rest of the things that I want to talk about, because I have run out of time to speak. I will give just 
a short summary of where we are. It is pleasing to see that the government has backflipped on its legislation. It 
was terrible legislation. The government admitted it was terrible legislation. It apologised for its terrible legislation. 
An apology is good. It is not an excuse, but it is better than nothing. It was terrible legislation and it is great that 
the government apologised for it. Hopefully, we are in a position to make it better. The attitude that the government 
has had to adopt post-backflip has been an improvement. Let us hope the debate in this house continues to be an 
improvement. Let us set aside the assumption that the Labor Party, either at a state or federal level, has all the 
solutions and all the answers, because if we ever wanted an example of overreach and arrogance with a piece of 
legislation, surely the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021 was it. Let us have that humility in place and let us 
try to get a better outcome. 
I say the same thing about the Voice. There is one option on the table and it is the Anthony Albanese version of 
consultation. If it falls over on the weekend, I hope Anthony Albanese has the substance to apologise and then 
work out what alternative might be put in place to improve the position of Aboriginal people that is not just his 
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plan or his version of events. Let us have a genuine conversation about how we can make it better with something 
that is both consultative and cooperative—something that has not been seen in the debate on the Voice to date and, 
I suspect, will not be seen in the next four or five days. 
HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [3.41 pm]: I stand to make some comments on both the Aboriginal 
Heritage Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2023 and the amendments to the Aboriginal Heritage Act, and 
I do so with a great deal of frustration. Words cannot express how frustrated I am to be in this position. We should 
not be in this position. This is a perfect example of how not to legislate. The government was warned and warned 
and warned. It gave the opposition the single-finger salute on a regular basis and continued to treat us as the enemy, 
not the opposition. It treated this pithy little inconvenience called Parliament with contempt. It made tens upon 
tens of thousands of Western Australians angry and frustrated. That is what it did. It is all because this government 
thinks that it is beyond Parliament. It is drunk on power. I have said it over and again. I have also said that the 
seeds of destruction of a government are sown in the Parliament, and I stand by that. When a government starts 
ignoring Parliament, it is time to do a bit of soul-searching. This bill should be exhibit A of how not to legislate. 
Every single member of the Labor Party is complicit in this piece of legislation. They all stood by and supported 
it. Even when their constituents—tens of thousands of them—were telling them that it was a piece of rubbish, they 
ignored them. 
I am going to commence my contribution with my comments on the 2021 bill. In my introductory comments, I said — 

I rise to make some comments on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021 and the Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Amendment Bill 2021, and I am delighted to do so. I reiterate what has already been stated, 
particularly by Hon Neil Thomson; that is, the opposition will not oppose these bills, which is a quirk of 
words, I guess, but I say it reluctantly. Ideally, I would like to be able to say we support the bills, but we 
do not. That is not out of spite or political vitriol, but necessity, because as much as these bills are most 
definitely a positive step forward for streamlining a process for recognising Aboriginal heritage, they 
raise more questions than provide answers. 
I will make a number of comments about the bills, but before I do so, I will confine to the first couple of 
minutes my, dare I say, critical comments about the contempt that the government continues to have for 
the opposition, constantly, relentlessly, day-to-day, day in and day out in this chamber and the Parliament. 
It is evident that this government now treats the Parliament as this petty little inconvenience. We have 
seen the destruction of conventions on a daily basis; we have seen legislation railroaded through the 
Parliament without due scrutiny and complete contempt for the processes that have existed for hundreds 
and hundreds of years. 
These bills are a perfect example of that. Without a shadow of doubt, these bills, which deal with our 
First Nations peoples, with issues of heritage, deserve cross-partisan support. I am always a little reluctant 
to pass comment about lack of consultation on Aboriginal heritage, because as a former Aboriginal affairs 
minister for six years, I am conscious that no matter how much consultation you do, never the twain shall 
meet in this area. No matter how much consultation you do, you are never, ever going to get everyone on 
the same side ever, but the government could have so easily got us on board with this. I was so desperate 
for this thing to go through in a seamless fashion, and it took me all of my courage not to oppose the bill, as 
opposed to supporting it, which I cannot in all conscience. I find it extraordinary that a bill of this calibre, 
of 350 pages and hundreds and hundreds of clauses, was read into the Legislative Assembly one afternoon, 
declared urgent and had to be passed the next day. Do members know what we have become now? We 
have become the enemy, not the opposition. There is a seismic shift when a government treats the opposition 
as the enemy because it treats the opposition with contempt; it wants to kill it. The opposition is irrelevant. 

Hon Stephen Dawson interjected and said, “That’s not what we do in this place.” I responded — 
I am sorry, minister, but that is how I feel; that is honestly how I feel. How could the government bring 
in this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill? 

Hon Stephen Dawson said, “I will not comment on that end. That is certainly not what is going on here.” 
I responded — 

Why are we sitting for another week to deal with this bill now? This again gets back to that very point: 
the government is doing it because it can, not because it is right. As I said, and I will say it over and over 
again, for four years I sat in the chair on the other side as leader of a government with a thumping majority. 
Never once did I or my colleagues ever consider using the tactics you guys are using—never once. We 
could have. Day in and day out we could have done exactly what the Leader of the House does almost on 
a daily basis now and completely usurps the conventions of Parliament, but I did not because I respect 
this place. We are seeing the destruction of the conventions of this Parliament and every single member 
sitting opposite is complicit. They will all be gone and I will be gone, but this place will have to live with it. 
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I am very disappointed that a bill like this is being treated with this contempt. We are dealing with Aboriginal 
heritage, constructing legislation that, ideally, will ensure that nothing like Juukan Gorge ever occurs 
again. It will ensure that a seamless process will engage and empower Aboriginal people, so they can be 
part of the decision-making process that will protect Aboriginal heritage and at the same time allow for 
development in a cooperative, collaborative fashion. That is what I like to think will happen with this 
legislation and I am not convinced it will, because, as I said, the devil is in the detail. There are many 
question marks around this legislation because much will be left to regulation, and there is much subjectivity. 
As I said, I understand where the minister is coming from in terms of the criticism he will receive from 
a lot of Aboriginal land councils and Aboriginal groups throughout Western Australia. I have been in his 
seat and I know what he is going through and that no matter what happens, he will never be able to 
appease everyone. We have to get to a good balance. We have to achieve a balanced outcome and we have 
to have consultation. To be honest, from the briefing and my reading of the information that has been 
provided, I think there has been reasonable consultation. Having said that, this is just the start. This is 
a marathon and we are only at the 100-metre mark, because we have a long, long way to go to work through 
the regulations. As I said, there are many gaps in this legislation that have to be filled. If we do not get it 
right, I will say at the outset—I want this on the public record—I want the government to 100 per cent 
own this legislation. Even though I am not opposing it, it is the government’s legislation, so if it all goes 
pear-shaped and there are problems in the short to medium term with this legislation as a direct result of 
there being so little time for the people’s house, the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council, to 
scrutinise this legislation, it will be at the government’s feet, not ours. 

I could not have said it better! Exactly what I said then has come to fruition. What I said then is exactly why we 
are now dealing with this legislation. It is because you guys are treating Parliament with contempt. 
Aboriginal heritage is sacrosanct. We have an act that has existed since 1972. I desperately tried to change that act 
when I was Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, but by 2015–16, it was too difficult to get everyone on the same page 
because there was so much dissent. It got to the point at which I made a conscious decision as minister, and I spoke 
to the Premier about it, that we needed to put it in the hold and wait until after the next election. Ideally, if we won 
government, which was unlikely, we would deal with it then. I could quite easily have bulldozed it through—we 
had a thumping majority in the other place and a thumping majority up here—but I did not. The Labor Party started 
the process not long after it came to government. I got a document from former Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 
Hon Ben Wyatt and I am sure everyone else did—that is, the Review of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 consultation 
paper, March 2018. In it, in a letter to me, which everyone would have got, he says — 

A review of the Act is a priority of the State government and I would like to see the amended legislation 
passed by both houses of Parliament by the end of 2020. 

That did not happen. Remember that the Legislative Council was a different vehicle back then. The government 
did not have a thumping majority and its members knew they were going to have difficulty getting the legislation 
through because they might actually have to consult. Therefore, the government put it on the backburner. The 
Labor Party was returned in 2021, when it won a massive majority as a direct result of COVID. It misinterpreted 
that as an endorsement of unfettered power and then bulldozed this legislation through Parliament. It all went 
pear-shaped. What a shame. Now, the uncertainty that has existed for pastoralists and resource companies and the 
anger and frustration of our Aboriginal communities is palpable. It is a direct result of the arrogance of the current 
government. That is what has happened. There are no ifs and buts. The responsibility rests entirely at the feet of 
the Labor government. 
I will go through a few things just to show why I am so frustrated at this stage, because we should not be here. We 
should be out there dealing with and recognising Aboriginal heritage. On Wednesday, 17 November 2021, then 
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs Hon Stephen Dawson and then Premier Hon Mark McGowan issued a media 
release, “New Bill to better deliver protection for Aboriginal cultural heritage”. It reads in part — 

• Progressive new Bill introduced to Parliament to replace outdated Aboriginal cultural heritage laws 
It continues with comments attributed to Premier Mark McGowan — 

“This new Bill is the most progressive cultural heritage legislation in the country. 
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs Hon Stephen Dawson was attributed as saying — 

“The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021 has been three years in the making to reform 50-year-old 
legislation, align with Commonwealth Native Title laws and most importantly, give Aboriginal people 
the right to make decisions on matters impacting their cultural heritage. 
… 
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“This Bill is the result of extensive consultation which will continue throughout implementation, starting 
with a co-design approach to the supporting documents that will help enact these new laws.” 

It sounded promising at that stage. That is when the first media release went out. However, it pretty much went 
pear-shaped from there. Remember that the media release went out on 17 November 2021, the same day that the bill 
was read into the Legislative Assembly. What did the government do on that day? It moved a motion to expedite the 
process and have the bill through Parliament in two days. It was a 350-page piece of legislation. How could anyone 
reasonably assume that that would be appropriate? How could the government assume a piece of legislation that had 
been in existence for 50 years could be completely replaced by a new piece of legislation and bulldoze it through 
the Legislative Assembly in two days? This mob did. I draw members’ attention to Hansard from Wednesday, 
17 November 2021. Members can read it. It makes for fascinating reading. I will read one part in particular — 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.53 pm]: I move — 
That so much of the standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Bill 2021 and the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Amendment Bill 2021 to — 
(a) proceed forthwith through all remaining stages without delay between the stages; and 
(b) be debated cognately at the second reading stage, with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Bill 2021 to be the principal bill. 
The government just bulldozed it through. The house rose at 11.58 pm and it was finished off the next day. 
We were caught between a rock and a hard place. If we opposed the legislation, without a shadow of a doubt we 
would have been labelled racists. We were anyway. I am not going to divulge my party room discussions but 
I expressed my concern with the fact that we did not have enough time to look at this bill, as did Hon Neil Thomson 
and a number of our members. We were caught between a rock and a hard place. We should not have been in that 
position but, because the government treats the Parliament with contempt, we had no option. It was 18 months 
later, after that bill went through Parliament, that we had to deal with it. It had to become law on 1 July this year. The 
only problem was that we were starting to hear concerns because the regulations were not ready. The regulations 
were ready only at Easter of this year so we could not possibly make any comment on them. As a result of that, 
we started hearing concerns, particularly after the regulations were tabled. The government would not hear of it. 
On 6 April 2023, a media release from the now Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Hon Tony Buti, said in part — 

• New Aboriginal cultural heritage law guidelines released 
• New laws are the result of an extensive co-design consultation process 
• New laws align with Native Title and prioritise engagement with Aboriginal people 
• Guidelines provide balanced approach to protect Aboriginal cultural heritage and enable economic 

activity 
• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021 on track to commence from 1 July 2023 

The minister is quoted as saying — 
“For the first time in our State’s history, these laws will empower Aboriginal people to be truly involved 
in making decisions about activities that impact their cultural heritage. 
“These new laws and guidelines provide a balanced approach to the protection and management of 
Aboriginal cultural heritage, whilst enabling economic activity, such as farming and mining, to continue. 

We would think that everything is just peachy! Another media release from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 
went out on 23 April. It was titled “$77 million investment to bolster new Aboriginal cultural heritage system” 
and stated — 

• Significant new $77 million funding commitment in protecting and managing Aboriginal cultural 
heritage includes support for new Local Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Services 

The only problem was that there were none and there were none when it became law on 1 July. It continues — 

• New laws provide for local Aboriginal organisations with authority to speak for Country 

It continues and so on and so forth. There was another media release from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs on 
11 May, titled “New fee system to help protect Aboriginal cultural heritage.” It states — 

• State Government releases fee model to support new Aboriginal cultural heritage system 

• $77 million committed to protect and manage Aboriginal cultural heritage 

Further on, it reads — 
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The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021 will come into effect on 1 July 2023, with a focus on 
agreement-making between land use proponents and Aboriginal people. 

… 

“We are introducing a completely new system for managing and protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage 
in Western Australia—one that is fairer and more consultative than what was developed more than 
50 years ago. 

“Aboriginal cultures are some of the oldest living cultures in the world and we are prioritising consultation 
and agreement-making between land use proponents and Aboriginal people to minimise and avoid impact 
wherever possible. 

I read them in because they added to my frustration. Again, I was prepared to grant the government a degree of 
respect in this area. The government kept on telling us, over and again, that everything was peachy. To digress for 
a moment, I want to make it clear that we were not dealing with amendments to the 1972 act. We were dealing with 
an entirely new act. We were given 24 hours to digest an entirely new bill and get it through Parliament. One has 
to assume that the government, after two years of consultation and then 18 months to get prepared, would be prepared. 
I am the former Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Believe it or not, a lot of Aboriginal people still speak to me, and 
speak to me regularly. Believe it or not, a lot of public servants do, too. I personally started hearing whispers that 
developed into shouts. In addition to that, a number of our members, largely led by Hon Neil Thomson, started hearing 
a lot more. We were hearing all of those voices of despair, but the government was telling us and the Parliament, 
day in and day out, that everything was just peachy, everything was fine, even though the regulations had only just 
been released.  

I will go through a couple of these with members, because this is the frustrating part. The government refused to 
delay the process and that is what we started calling for: a six-month delay. That had support, I have to say, throughout 
the community. We started asking for a six-month delay and the government said, “No, it is not going to happen. 
It is our way or the highway. We know everything. We have got this thumping majority and we are going to use it.” 
Then, in a bolt out of the blue, the then Premier, who had phenomenal popularity and therefore phenomenal political 
authority, resigned. Then there was a thought that, just perhaps, his successor, Hon Roger Cook, when taking over 
as Premier, might have a different or more conciliatory approach. Just perhaps, he might treat the Parliament with 
a little more respect. No, it did not happen. The Pastoralists and Graziers Association of Western Australia launched 
a petition. I will get to that in a moment. One did not need a PhD to work out that there was a problem out there. 
Pretty much overnight, thousands of people signed that petition. There was a real issue here. I honestly had real 
hope that Hon Roger Cook would be a little more conciliatory. As I said, his predecessor labelled members of the 
opposition as stupid, nincompoops, hopeless, inadequate and terrorists. You name it! Just suck it up and say that 
is the nature of the beast. I would like to have thought that Hon Roger Cook was a little better. 

Hon Darren West interjected. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: I do not think the member needs to open his mouth at all, I have to say. He should not 
open his mouth at all. Without a shadow of a doubt, he is going to get himself into more trouble. Definitely do not 
text anyone anymore. It might get released. 

Hon Darren West interjected. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Well, do not worry, but he should watch his mouth. 

With that said, it was not to be. As I mentioned before, I dealt with Hon Roger Cook very closely with the 
Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill. I found him eminently conciliatory. He was so much better to deal with, and we were 
able to elicit a number of very significant amendments to that piece of legislation, when the nature of this place 
was a lot different in those days. It acted as a house of review, not just a ditto house for the Legislative Assembly. 
Anyway, that was not to be. What actually happened then, on 13 June—remembering the laws were going to come 
into effect in a couple of weeks’ time—a Dorothy Dixer was asked of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs — 

(1) Can the minister outline to the house how these laws will protect one of the oldest living cultures 
in the world? 

(2) Can the minister advise the house how Aboriginal people in WA have been consulted throughout 
this extensive reform process? 

He went on and on, this long blurb, but got stuck into the opposition again and said — 
The new regime will commence on 1 July. We have taken notice of some of the farmers and pastoralists 
who attended the workshops. The peak organisations may not have attended or we were not notified that 
they would attend. However, we listened to some of the farmers and pastoralists and, as part of that 
feedback, we developed a tiered system that will allow for better processing of applications for uses of 
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land. Most farmers and pastoralists will not be impacted. That is what is disappointing about the 
opposition. Have opposition members read the act? 

Peter Rundle said, “Yes, I have it here.” Libby Mettam said, “Yes.” 
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs said — 

Have the opposition members read it? They might have it here, but I do not think they have read it. 
Libby Mettam said, “You haven’t done your job.” The minister said, “You are a shame. You are a disgrace.” He 
went on and on and on. This went on and on and on.  
We had the audacity to express concerns about the bill. We had the audacity to do what we are meant to be doing: 
listening to our constituents and expressing our concerns. We just get treated with vile, spewed insults on a daily 
basis. As if that was not bad enough, again on Tuesday, 13 June, the Leader of the Opposition asked the Premier 
about ongoing concerns with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act. This is Hon Roger Cook’s first question time, 
I might add, as Premier. The Premier said, in part — 

It is appropriate that the government takes the time and energy to craft new laws to make sure that we are 
now in a position to put together a more modern legal framework that meets the needs of the community. 
That is what we have been doing through three successive ministers over 18 months. A thousand people 
have been consulted in 90 workshops to continue to make sure we put together a better legal framework 
that meets the needs of modern industry. Industry has said that it wants to be able to engage directly with 
Aboriginal landowners. In addition, traditional owners have said that they want more control of and active 
participation in the framework, consistent with Aboriginal heritage protection regimes … 

And so on and so on. He is saying, “Yes, everything is just peachy.” Then there was an interjection, and the 
Premier said — 

Members, listen for a second. Do you hear that? That is the same dog whistle that has been blown in this 
Parliament by that side of politics for decades, whether in the mid-l980s when the then Burke government 
was interested in introducing Aboriginal land rights legislation; the early 1990s when the federal government 
was implementing native title legislation, which was vigorously opposed and legislated against by the Court 
Liberal government; or now, as we make these modest modern changes to the Aboriginal Heritage Act. 
Every time, like a dog returning to its vomit, these guys trot out their straw man arguments to simply 
distract members of the community and raise these issues in people’s minds. They are undermining 
harmonious reforms that are about the respectful observance of Aboriginal heritage. These laws are not 
radical. These laws are ready to go. 

The Leader of the Opposition had a supplementary question — 
… Does the Premier consider it good enough to force a new system on landowners across the state and 
cause this widespread concern when it is an arbitrary choice to make 1 July the implementation date? 

The Premier said — 
Docs the Leader of the Opposition think it is good enough that he continues to undermine and scaremonger 
in the community by raising the same dog-whistle arguments that he has raised time and again? For God's 
sake; get on the right side of history for a change! Do the right thing! 

I mean, that is the most disgraceful contempt of Parliament I can honestly say I have had since I have been here. 
“Like dogs returning to their vomit.” That is what we are. We had the audacity to express concerns about this bill. 
All we heard from the members opposite was that everything was right and everything was fine. I have just read 
out a plethora of quotes from media releases from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Premier. Each 
time, we are told where to go. Each time, everything was fine. Each time, they were saying to the community, 
the pastoralists, the resource sector, the Aboriginal community: “Suck it up.” That is what they were saying. When 
we raise it in Parliament, we are told that we are dogs returning to our vomit. Just think about that! That is what 
we are: we are dogs returning to our vomit. We are not members of the opposition expressing the concerns of the 
community, because the community is wrong, is it not? We keep getting told how wrong they are. With that, we 
were “scaremongers”, and it went on and on in Parliament for the following week. I have piles of these, but this one 
is from the next day, 14 June. The Leader of the Opposition asked the Premier — 

If this legislation, as the minister has outlined, has been in the making for five years, why at this point, 
only 10 weeks from its implementation, do we still have no local Aboriginal cultural heritage service 
providers installed? 

The Premier responded — 
Advisedly, the Leader of the Opposition is wrong—just wrong again. We are getting used to that fact in this 
place. Once again, he seeks to misrepresent the situation and mislead Parliament in the process. 
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I could go through probably a dozen questions like that; I draw members’ attention to them. They should go and 
look at Hansard for the Legislative Assembly. They are all exactly the same: a single-finger salute to say, “How dare 
you have the audacity? Dogs, go back to your vomit. We’ve got it all right. Everything is fine for implementation.” 
The Pastoralists and Graziers Association petition I spoke about was ably supported by Hon Neil Thomson and 
was tabled by him in this place on 21 June. It comprehensively outlined the concerns of 30 000 Western Australians. 
Are they irrelevant? Apparently so. 
Hon Darren West interjected. 
Hon PETER COLLIER: The honourable member obviously has not read Hansard. I do not have time to read 
the petition, but it is a very good, well-worded petition that outlines the concerns of 30 000 Western Australians, and 
those were just the ones who signed it before it was tabled; goodness knows how many signatures it would have 
had if we had left it another week. What do we do with those 30 000 Western Australians? Tell them that they are 
dogs returning to their vomit? Do we tell them they are irrelevant? Do we tell them that they are scaremongering? 
Pretty much. The next day and the day after, questions were asked in the Legislative Assembly specifically about 
this petition, and the members who asked them were told where to go.  
Dr Honey asked the Premier about the petition the next day. The Premier went on and on, and said, in part — 

I noticed today that the opposition is claiming that this is the biggest petition since 1979. I thought that was 
interesting. Technically, it probably is because the Legislative Council’s standing orders were amended 
recently so it can accept e-petitions. Technically, this is the biggest one, according to the standing orders, 
that has been presented since 1979. That made me wonder what the 1979 petition was about and why was 
it so huge. I looked at it. It was a petition presented by the late Dr Tom Dadour, who was the member for 
Subiaco, as it was called back in those days. At that time, Tom was a Liberal member of the Legislative 
Assembly. He had a petition against the Court Liberal government for closing the Perth–Fremantle rail 
line. The records of the Parliament are a little bit shady in terms of how many people signed that petition. 
The public records show that it was anywhere between 95 000 and 103 000. That is a petition! Obviously, 
signatures were collected in the more traditional way of going out, talking to people, engaging with them 
and getting them to sign the petition. 

How patronising. Yet again there was complete disregard for the views of the community. That went on and on; 
question after question was put to the new Premier about the cultural heritage laws. Apparently it is fine. We have 
consistently been told by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Premier that everything is fine and that we 
are just scaremongers and dogs returning to our vomit. Perhaps what we are hearing from those 30 000 petitioners—
who are irrelevant—or the numerous people who have contacted me personally is wrong. I mean numerous; we 
are talking about people who are intimately involved with sectors of the community: pastoralists, miners, the 
resources sector and Aboriginal communities. All is not right. 
I was surprised that the Premier continued with his vitriolic rhetoric at that time, because I had started hearing 
rumours that even at that stage the government was looking at major changes to the legislation—not a repeal, but 
major changes, and this was before the winter break. But on 1 July the legislation came into effect and became 
law, and then all hell broke loose. There was a media release from the Premier and Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 
on 29 June talking about these new laws, headed “Implementation on track for new Aboriginal cultural heritage 
laws”. It outlined that the modernised Aboriginal cultural heritage laws were to take effect from 1 July and that 
an implementation group had been established to monitor, report on and help address any issues that might have 
arisen in the initial stages of implementing the improved laws. It outlined that the WA government was to take 
an education-first approach to responsible, careful compliance; that the new act and regulations followed more 
than five years of extensive consultation and input; and that there were four new members appointed to the 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Council. Under the subheading “Comments attributed to Premier Roger Cook:”, the 
media release states, in part — 

“The current Legislation is outdated and it wasn’t good for Aboriginal people or land users. It led to incidents 
like Juukan Gorge, which was a global embarrassment for Australia. 
“We have consulted extensively with Aboriginal people and industry to find a balance that allows 
Aboriginal people to speak for their country and ensures that many activities continue with minimal 
disruption or additional burden. 

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs was quoted as having said — 

This is a milestone event in our States history. It is the culmination of one of the most significant reforms 
ever undertaken in Aboriginal Affairs in Western Australia. 

We are ready to run with a simpler and fairer system to manage Aboriginal cultural heritage across our State. 

… 
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“We have listened and consulted with stakeholders over the past five years and will continue to listen and liaise. 

Remember, everyone: that was on 29 June. Well, all hell broke loose. The laws came into effect and it was a complete 
train wreck by July. People will remember it; it was probably one of the greatest examples of political incompetence 
in this state’s history. The act was meant to provide stability and certainty and recognise Aboriginal heritage. It 
achieved the complete opposite. It created uncertainty, confusion, anger and division amongst Aboriginal groups. 
It was a complete, unmitigated catastrophe. As I said, responsibility rests entirely at the feet of the Western Australian 
Labor Party. It was warned and it would not listen. We heard all this stuff about consulting, but it would not listen. 

We then had a month of disaster. As has been alluded to, this was at the same time as we were dealing with the 
Voice to Parliament. I do not care what any member opposite says; the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2021 
will be associated with the Voice, beyond a shadow of a doubt. That was where the worm turned for the Voice in 
Western Australia; it really did. As a direct result of that we kept hearing major concerns from landowners and 
members of the general public. I also started hearing more whispers that the government was considering repeal 
of the legislation. I could not believe that. I could not believe that the government could be so incompetent that it 
would have to repeal its own legislation after only five weeks. I remember I had some friends around on the Friday 
night before it was announced, and lo and behold, the early edition of The West Australian came online and there 
it was. 

Then, on 8 August, the government put out a media release titled “Laws overturned: Aboriginal cultural heritage 
legislation replaced”. It states — 

After serious consideration and consultation, the Cook Government will repeal Aboriginal cultural heritage 
laws and restore the original Aboriginal Heritage Act of 1972, with simple and effective amendments to 
help prevent another Juukan Gorge incident. 

This is why I am frustrated. It also states — 

• Cook Government listens to community feedback and reverses decision 

• Original Aboriginal Heritage Act of 1972 to be restored, with simple amendments 

• The new legislation went too far, was too prescriptive and complicated 

• Common sense to drive Aboriginal cultural heritage protection 

• All additional obligations placed on landowners in 2021 Act to be removed 

Members can read it; the hypocrisy of the comments in this media release are gobsmacking, compared with the 
media release that went out on 29 June. Members should avail themselves of these two media releases: one from 
8 August, when the act was repealed, and one from 29 June. How can these two men reconcile these two comments? 
They were told and warned, and they completely ignored all those warnings. As I said, it shows a government that 
is drunk on power. 

It is so disappointing because it is dealing with Aboriginal heritage. It could so easily have been avoided. We have 
now done a complete 360-degree circle—a 180 and then another 180, so 360 altogether. We have removed the act, 
put in a new one and then replaced that act and gone back to the other one. It is such a shame. We have now wasted 
a whole year. Make no bones about it, the 1972 act definitely needed amendment. My interpretation of most of the 
amendments here is that they are quite sound, and I will spend a bit of time in Committee of the Whole going 
through the bill. 

I had to say that; I really had to make those comments about the repeal component of this bill. I had to say it 
because, quite frankly, the frustration I feel at the moment is palpable. The frustration that people in the community 
must feel is palpable because no matter how many times this government was told, people just got the single-finger 
salute or crickets. The government thinks that it pretty much owns this place now. I cannot wait until after the next 
election. I will not be here after the first few weeks, but I really hope that this side of Parliament will have more 
members than that side, and it will have, I am sure. Then these guys—government members—will learn what 
being in the Legislative Council is really all about. It is a wonderful institution, and I promise them that they will 
love it. 
I spent most of my contribution today expressing my frustration and concern with the repeal component of this 
legislation, but the new bill has a number of areas that I would like to address, although I will probably do that 
more in the committee stage. 
I ask the minister to check about the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Council, which will go back to the Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Committee, the ACHC. From the briefing, I understood that the ACHC will be the same in 
number. What is the actual number of the ACHC; is it 12? 
Hon Sue Ellery: I cannot tell you. I will tell you. I will find out. 
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Hon PETER COLLIER: That is all right if the minister can tell me. What will be the quorum for the ACHC? As 
I understand it, it will have a male and a female chair. 
My concern with the ACHC is something that I had to deal with and the minister, his predecessor and his successor 
had to or will have to deal with. There is a backlog of section 18s and only one committee that deals with all the 
section 18s. At the briefing, I asked about that and was told that the committee would be meeting fortnightly 
instead of monthly. I want to know whether that is the only process that will be used to accelerate the consideration 
of section 18s. Members will remember that there were two reasons why this started. The first was that the act had 
insufficient recognition of Aboriginal people and their contribution to the process. I am totally supportive of those 
changes; that was desperately needed. When I was minister, I put a majority of Aboriginal people on the ACHC. 
The first one was about the problems. The second was that the process was so slow and arduous that heritage 
considerations were taking months and years. Although I would like to think that I can be won over on this, I am 
not convinced that this new system will accelerate the process. I would like to know how that will accelerate the 
process, please. I have far too much, but I will ask the minister a couple of other questions. That was about the ACHC, 
and I will flesh that out a bit more in committee. 
Clause 17 says that amendments have been made to streamline the administrative provisions relating to the committee 
and to empower the committee to determine its own procedures, subject to any regulations in effect. I would like 
to know what the amendments to streamline this process will be. I would really appreciate it if the minister could 
give me that before the committee stage. 
In addition to the actual bill, a long-term survey will take place over the next 10 years. A plan will take place over the 
next 10 years to undertake the heritage surveys with the consent of landowners in unsurveyed areas in high-priority 
areas of the state. That is a significant improvement on the 2021 bill, but may I have a few details about that survey 
to confirm that it will actually occur. There is a 10-year time line. Will the details be made publicly available and 
will it be compulsory for landowners to participate in that process? 
Also, the minister and the Premier have both said that farmers, pastoralists and landowners can carry on as they 
have done in the past 50 years without risk. This sounds good, but is it accurate? I would like some confirmation 
of that. They have said this consistently: they can carry on as they have without threat. I want to make sure of that. 
That will do a lot to placate existing concerns, particularly with pastoralists. With that, I conclude my comments. 
I really want this new amendment bill to work. I desperately want it to work so we will have a better, more 
comprehensive and streamlined Aboriginal heritage act that will facilitate and expedite the process, and will recognise 
and protect Aboriginal culture. As long as it does that, it will always have my overwhelming support. 
HON STEVE MARTIN (Agricultural) [4.26 pm]: I rise to make what will be a relatively brief contribution to 
the Aboriginal Heritage Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2023. I spoke on 9 December 2021, and I feel 
obliged to comment today, considering what has been an extraordinary turn of events in the intervening period. 
I have been in this place only a short time, and we have seen some extraordinary things, given the circumstances 
we faced in the last couple of years and the nature of the numbers in this place. We saw the introduction of the bill 
and the act coming into force. Then, just a handful of weeks later, that legislation was repealed. I know a couple 
of members have touched on this, but the public thinks that this legislation has been repealed. I am not sure that the 
government has done enough to let people know that that is not the case. Obviously, it will be done shortly, but at 
the moment, the community has an assumption that it was done when the Premier said it was about to happen. 
As others have done, I want to reflect briefly on the process and the background of what got us to this stage. If we 
think back to the rushed introduction of the bill in late 2021, we had extra sitting times and a rushed process through 
the other place. Suddenly, there was a stampede to get it through Parliament. We then had a relatively long time until 
the middle of this year when the act was brought into effect, and we got the regulations and guidelines at the very 
last minute. Not only us but also the people who were impacted—the landowners, miners, farmers, horticulturalists 
and people on more than 1 100 square metres—were left with very little time to put in place the processes they 
would need to deal with that legislation. One thing I want to touch on is the meeting and consultation process we 
went through. 
The PRESIDENT: Order, member. Noting the time, I will interrupt debate for question time. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 5108.] 
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